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Chapter 2111 Beyond imagination (1) 

Xia ruofei only smiled at Gore’s unprincipled flattery and said,””Mr. Gore is an expert in this area. Please 

give us your valuable advice.” 

“I’m very happy to help!” Gore said with a smile. 

He also knew that even if this young man was a high – Level executive in corner restaurant, he had to try 

his best to win him over. He would naturally do his best to help him. 

Thank you in advance, Mr. Gore.” Xia ruofei said. 

Then, he placed the thermal container on the operating table and said,””There are nine types of foie 

gras in here. Please identify them one by one, Mr. Gore.” 

“Alright, alright!” As Gore spoke, he opened the thermal container. 

This kind of charged insulation box could work for more than ten hours continuously and the 

temperature inside the box was maintained at 0 degrees. In this environment, the quality of foie gras 

could be preserved for about 24 hours. 

Gore took out all nine vacuum – packed bags and arranged them in a row on the console according to 

their numbers. 

When Gore saw the foie gras samples through the transparent vacuum packaging, he raised his 

eyebrows slightly, but he didn’t say anything. Instead, he put on gloves, took out nine plates, opened the 

foie gras samples, and put them on the plates. 

“Wow ...” Gore finally couldn’t help but exclaim,”it looks really good!!” 

The foie gras had a very beautiful light pink color and the texture was very delicate. 

“If I’m not mistaken, this should be Strasburg foie gras,” Gore said with a smile. 

“Awesome!” Xia ruofei smiled and said,”Mr. Gore is indeed an expert!” 

“Thank you for your compliment,” Gore said with a smile.”But this isn’t a great ability. I’ve come into 

contact with too many foie gras. The color of Strasburg foie gras is very special, so I can recognize it at a 

glance. Of course, Toulouse foie gras is also special, but it is usually ivory white in color. ” 

“These foie gras are indeed from Strasburg goose. This is a young goose that I specially imported from 

Austria” Xia ruofei said,”we are trying a new way to breed them, so we are doing some control 

experiments.” 

“Understood!” Gore said. 

Next, Gore began to further identify the foie gras. He cut a small piece with a beautiful table knife and 

carefully observed each section of the foie gras sample. He even put the slices into an instrument for 

testing and recorded some data. 

After more than an hour, Gore finally finished the initial work. 



He took off his gloves, picked up a form and said to Xia ruofei,””Mr. Xia, there is no doubt that the 

quality of these foie gras is very high. At least, they have reached the admission standard of high – end 

Western restaurants. I have carried out a further analysis. The data shows that the highest quality 

sample should be sample No. 8. Its fat content has reached an astonishing 68%, which has exceeded the 

average level by a large margin!” 

Bastian saw that Xia ruofei was confused and explained with a smile,””Mr. Xia, generally speaking, the 

higher the fat content in the foie gras, the better the taste and the higher the nutrition!” 

“I see!” Xia ruofei nodded and then asked doubtfully,”it’s not good for the body if the fat content is so 

high, right? Don’t we all encourage low – Fat diet nowadays?” 

“It’s two different concepts,”Bastian said with a smile. Generally speaking, the so – called high – Fat food 

referred to saturated fatty acid. This component would increase the body’s cholesterol content, which 

was not good for health. However, in fact, in the fat of goose liver, about 65% to 68% of it was saturated 

with fatty acid, which could lower the cholesterol level in the blood and soften the blood vessels. 

Therefore, an appropriate amount of food was actually more beneficial to health. Of course, in the end, 

foie gras is still a high cholesterol food. Overeating it is not good for the body. ” 

Xia ruofei understood after Bastian’s explanation. He smiled and said,”I understand now! There’s an old 

Chinese saying that too much is as bad as not enough. No matter how good the food is, you can’t eat it 

without restraint!” 

“Yes! Yes, I am!” Bastian said. 

At this moment, Gore shook his head and said,””No, no, no! Mr. Xia, Mr. Bastian, this theory is 

applicable to ordinary foie gras, but sample No. 8 is different. According to the data I just tested, the 

proportion of the fatty acid in the fat of this foie gras sample is as high as 88%! It only has a very small 

amount of saturated fatty acid, so it’s really a healthy food!” 

“God!” Bastian couldn’t help but take a deep breath and asked,”Gore, is there a problem with our 

equipment?” 

“My Dear Boss,” Gore said with a smile,”I also suspected the existence of such a possibility at first! In 

fact, the data of these nine samples were very beautiful. The worst one had a fat content of 58%, which 

was already a high standard for foie gras. Moreover, among the fat in these goose liver samples, the 

lowest amount of saturated fatty acid is about 66%, which is also much higher than the average level. ” 

At this point, Gore paused for a moment, then smiled and said,””So, I took a sample of foie gras from 

our store. It was ordered by Mr. Li. It was just air – flown from France last night. The test data is here ...” 
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With that, Gore handed a piece of paper to Bastian. 

Bastian took it and eagerly looked at it. Xia ruofei also curiously moved closer to take a look. 

The form was printed out by the testing equipment. It was written in English and Xia ruofei could 

understand it easily. 

The fat content was 52%, of which 65% was saturated fatty acid. 



Gore smiled and said,”see that?” This is normal data, which means that there is no problem with our 

equipment. The quality of the foie gras sample provided by Mr. Xia is too good!” 

“It’s unbelievable ...” Bastian muttered to himself. 

Xia ruofei was very happy. He asked,””Mr. Gore, so the foie gras I provided are not bad?” 

“This is simply too good!” Gore said,”especially sample No. 8. In my opinion, it’s a perfect piece of art!” 

Samples No. 5 to No. 9 were all cultivated after Xia ruofei made improvements on the basis of the first 

experiment and then adjusted the plan. 

From the data provided by Gore, the performance of these five samples was also better than the first 

four samples. 

Specimen No. 8’s performance was even more eye – catching. 

Without a doubt, the best plan was No. 8. 

“By the way, Mr. Xia,” Gore asked,”did you record the weight of the foie gras when you collected 

them?” 

“Of course!” Xia ruofei said,”these are the relevant data ...” 

Xia ruofei knew that Gore couldn’t understand Chinese, so he pointed to one of the columns and 

said,””The weight of the foie gras is recorded here in grams.” 

“Oh my God ...” Gore could not help but exclaim.”What am I seeing? 2300 grams of foie gras? Mr. Xia, 

are you sure the unit of measurement is grams? I’m sorry, I don’t mean to question your data, but ...” 

Xia ruofei smiled and waved his hand.”Mr. Gore, you don’t have to explain. I understand ... I can tell you 

with certainty that we are indeed measuring in grams.” 

“The biggest foie gras I’ve ever seen is about 2000 grams. This is already the heaviest foie gras I’ve ever 

seen in my career.” Gore said,”and these nine samples of yours, the minimum weight is more than 1700 

grams. It’s simply unbelievable ...” 

Bastian laughed and said,”Gore, I’ve said it before, Mr. Xia’s company has always managed the best!” As 

long as it’s a product of the Paradise Corporation, there’s no need to doubt its quality. ” 

“I’ve really seen it ...” Gore sighed. 

“Mr. Gore, is our cultivation experiment a success?” Xia ruofei asked with a smile. 

“From the data, it’s almost perfect!” “But foie gras is meant for human consumption,” Gore said.”So, 

there’s still a very important indicator of the final effect, which is the texture and taste.” 

Bastian immediately said,”then what are we waiting for?” Gore, it’s time to show off your cooking skills! 

I can’t wait any longer ...” 

Xia ruofei laughed.”Mr. Bastian, I think we should pick three foie gras with the best data and ask Mr. 

Gore to cook it. Let’s all try it together. How about it?” 



“I completely agree!” Bastian hurriedly said. 

“The remaining foie gras sample is a small gift from me. I’ll give it to you!” He said. Xia ruofei smiled. 

“Thank you for your generosity!” Bastian said,”we’re really in luck ...” 

The foie gras sample provided by Xia ruofei was not complete. It was not a small amount, but it was not 

a lot either. At least, it was still a little lacking to make a complete main dish. 

Therefore, these foie gras samples could not be sold to customers. In the end, they would definitely be 

divided and eaten by Bastian, Gore, and the others. 

Bastian continued,”Mr. Xia, I’ll invite your friend, miss Xiaoxiao, to share the foie gras!” I’m sure she’ll be 

overjoyed if she knows it’s from her idol!” 

Xia ruofei laughed and said,”you’re exaggerating ... Mr. Bastian, let’s leave the kitchen to Mr. Gore!” I 

can’t wait to try some good food ...” 

“Hahaha! It’s my neglect...Mr. Xia, let’s wait in front!” Bastian laughed and said,”Gore, I’ll leave this to 

you. You must play to your full potential!” 

“Don’t worry!”Gore said confidently. 

Bastian brought Xia ruofei to the empty dining area and made him a cup of coffee. Then, the two of 

them sat in the card Bag and chatted. 

After a while, the glass door of the Western restaurant was pushed open, followed by a surprised 

voice,””President Xia! What are you doing here?” 

Xia ruofei’s back was facing the door, but he could tell from the voice that Cheng Xiaoxiao had arrived. 

He chuckled as he turned his head around and said,””Xiaoxiao, what are you saying ... Am I not welcome 

here?” 

Cheng Xiaoxiao’s face flushed red. She waved her hands and said,””I didn’t mean it that way! It’s just 

that I didn’t expect to see you in the restaurant outside of business hours. That’s why I’m so surprised!” 

Xia ruofei laughed and asked,”by the way, why are you here so early?” It shouldn’t be your working 

hours yet, right?” 

Bastian’s Chinese wasn’t bad, so he could understand the conversation between Xia ruofei and Cheng 

Xiaoxiao. 
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He smiled and said,”Mr. Xia, I texted Xiaoxiao to ask her to come over. However, I didn’t say that you 

were here. I only told her that there was something at the store and that she needed to come to work 

earlier. I also wanted to give her a surprise.” However, I didn’t expect her to come so quickly. ” 

Bastian knew very well that the reason why Xia ruofei looked at the Western restaurant in a different 

light was because of Cheng Xiaoxiao, who was a die – hard fan. So, when Xia ruofei came here, he 



naturally hoped that Cheng Xiaoxiao would be there as well. This way, it would be easier to close the 

distance between the two sides. 

Of course, Bastian didn’t inform Cheng Xiaoxiao immediately after receiving Xia ruofei’s call yesterday. 

The main reason was that Xia ruofei said that he would bring some foie gras for testing, and that they 

were samples cultivated by the Paradise Corporation. Bastian was not sure about the quality of the foie 

gras, and he was also afraid that if the foie gras weren’t good, Xia ruofei would lose face in front of his 

fans. 

It wasn’t until all the data showed that the quality of this batch of foie gras was higher than he had 

imagined that he secretly sent a text message to Cheng Xiaoxiao. 

It could be said that although Bastian was a Westerner, he was also well – versed in China. He was more 

familiar with the ways of the world than many Chinese people. 

“I don’t live far from here,” Cheng Xiaoxiao said.”Mr. Bastian said something happened at the 

restaurant, so I quickly took a taxi here ...” 

Xia ruofei laughed and said,”he’s a role model for his employees!” Mr. Bastian, you have to reimburse 

Xiaoxiao for the fare!” 

“Of course! Of course!” Bastian hurriedly said. 

Then he said,”Xiaoxiao, in addition to meeting Mr. Xia, I called you over for something. There’s a dish 

that we need you to taste with us later.” 

Xia ruofei sat at the side and watched with a smile. Bastian didn’t tell Cheng Xiaoxiao that the 

ingredients were provided by the Paradise Corporation, so he naturally wouldn’t expose it. 

“Alright!” Cheng Xiaoxiao nodded. 

Xia ruofei smiled and said,”Xiaoxiao, don’t just stand there. Come and sit with us ...” 

After Xia ruofei finished speaking, he made way for them to sit inside, leaving an empty seat outside. 

“Oh! “Okay ...” Cheng Xiaoxiao nodded and sat down on the seat that still had some of Xia ruofei’s body 

temperature, her head still a little dizzy. 

Although it wasn’t the first time she was in close contact with Xia ruofei, Cheng Xiaoxiao still felt an 

inexplicable sense of excitement and happiness in front of her idol. 

“President Xia, are you here to try the new dish?” Cheng Xiaoxiao asked. 

“Yup!” Xia ruofei chuckled and said,”I’m not immune to good food. If there’s good food, I’ll definitely 

rush over as fast as I can.” 

Cheng Xiaoxiao felt a little strange that a billionaire like Xia ruofei would come here to test the dishes, 

but she couldn’t tell what was wrong, so she could only keep it in her heart. 

“Mr. Xia, you guys have a chat!” Bastian got up and said,”I’ll go to the kitchen to see how Gore is 

preparing.” 



“Alright,” he said. Xia ruofei smiled and nodded. 

After Bastian left, Xia ruofei chit – chatted with Cheng Xiaoxiao with a smile and even took the initiative 

to ask about her recent situation. He didn’t put on any airs of an idol. 

Cheng Xiaoxiao’s mind was a lot slower in front of her idol. After chatting with Xia ruofei for a while, the 

little doubt in her heart had long been thrown out of the clouds. 

About ten minutes later, Gore, who was wearing a tall chef’s hat, came out with a small dining cart. 
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Mr. Gore is cooking!” Cheng Xiaoxiao exclaimed in a low voice, looking forward to the new dish she was 

going to taste today even more. 

“Mr. Xia, the foie gras is ready.” Gore said with a smile. 

There were four plates on the dining cart, all covered with lids. 

Obviously, Gore had not only prepared Cheng Xiaoxiao’s share, but also for himself and Bastian. They 

were also looking forward to the extraordinary and perfect goose liver. 

Gore opened the lid of the plate to the side. Cheng Xiaoxiao glanced at it and said,””Wow! It’s a classic 

French foie gras!” 

“Xiaoxiao, it seems like you know a lot about foie gras!” Xia ruofei asked with a smile. 

Cheng Xiaoxiao smiled a little embarrassedly and said,””Working in a Western restaurant, I have to 

answer questions from customers sometimes, so I take the initiative to learn some French and Western 

food knowledge in my spare time.” 

“Not bad, not bad. You’re quite motivated!” Xia ruofei said,”then why don’t you introduce me to this 

French foie gras?” 

“Alright!” Cheng Xiaoxiao said readily,”foie Gras is a famous traditional dish in France. In French, it’s 

called ‘foieegras’. This ‘gram’ means top in French, so this dish has a very high status among French 

dishes! Some people say that foie gras is the most romantic dish in French cuisine and is the most 

suitable dish for women!” 

Xia ruofei looked at Cheng Xiaoxiao, who was speaking with fervor and assurance. He knew that she 

definitely didn’t know the cruel process of producing foie gras using traditional methods. Otherwise, she 

would never show such a yearning expression. She might even vomit when she saw foie gras in the 

future. 

Of course, Xia ruofei did not expose her. He just smiled and listened quietly. 

Cheng Xiaoxiao continued to introduce the cooking method and characteristics of French foie gras. On 

the other side, Gore had also placed his plate on the table. 

There were four seats in the card Bag. Xia ruofei and Cheng Xiaoxiao sat on one side, while Gore and 

Bastian naturally sat opposite. 



After hearing Cheng Xiaoxiao’s introduction, Xia ruofei glanced at the plate in front of him. 

There were three pieces of foie gras on the plate from left to right. It was probably because there were 

not many samples, so the amount was not as large as a standard serving of foie gras. 

Gore didn’t use too many ingredients for this dish. In addition to a broccoli, he sprinkled some black 

pepper and rose Salt on the foie gras. 

The foie gras seemed to be fried just right, and the outside was a little bit burnt. 

Xia ruofei sniffed and smiled.””What a fragrant smell! Even if you’re not hungry, this aroma will still 

stimulate your appetite!” 

“Mr. Xia,” Bastian said with a smile,”foie gras contains glucose, so it gives off an alluring fragrance after 

heating.” 

Xia ruofei nodded and looked at the plate again. He smiled and said,”Mr. Gore, if I’m not wrong, these 

three pieces of foie gras should be from three different samples?”he asked. 

“Of course!” Gore laughed. Moreover, the foie gras of each sample was placed in a fixed position. I 

won’t tell you which sample they are. After you taste them, you can write down the order in your mind 

from the highest to the lowest. How about it?” 

Xia ruofei laughed and said,”that’s a good idea!” In that case ... Let’s ... Start eating!” 

Gore and Bastian couldn’t wait any longer. They nodded after hearing Xia ruofei’s words. 

Therefore, everyone picked up their knives and forks and aimed at the foie gras in front of them. 

Xia ruofei cut a small piece of foie gras and put it in his mouth with a fork. 

He chewed it gently. The goose liver, which was brown on the outside and fragrant, had a warm, smooth 

texture on the inside, which was quite delicate, just like butter. 

Xia ruofei felt that his mouth was filled with fragrance, as if every taste bud cell was jumping for joy. He 

couldn’t help but cut another piece and put it in his mouth. 

Bastian, Cheng Xiaoxiao, and Gore’s performance was similar to Xia ruofei ‘s. After the first bite, they 

couldn’t wait to cut the second piece, not even having time to speak. 

Of course, the four of them did not completely forget their mission to taste the foie gras while they 

were tasting the delicious food. They were still trying to feel the subtle differences between each type of 

foie gras and then pick out the most delicious type of foie gras in their hearts. 

Xia ruofei finished the three pieces of foie gras first, then smiled and said,””When I watched food shows 

in the past, I often heard the host say things like ‘fat but not greasy, it melts in the mouth’. I always felt 

that it had almost become the standard of food reviews! But today, I’ve truly experienced what it means 

to melt in the mouth!” 

Cheng Xiaoxiao had also finished the third piece of foie gras. She chewed without caring about her 

image and said,””President Xia, the higher the fat content of the foie gras, the more obvious this feeling 

will be. Because fat is actually what we call oil! When it’s heated, it will start to melt, which is why it has 



the ‘melt in the mouth’ effect you mentioned! Therefore, I conclude that the three portions of foie gras 

today have a very high fat content!” 

Xia ruofei looked at Cheng Xiaoxiao in surprise and said,””I can’t tell! Xiaoxiao, you’re pretty 

professional!” 

It was actually quite impressive that she could come to such a conclusion without Bastian telling her 

anything in advance. At least it showed that she had put her heart into this job. 

At this time, Bastian and Gore had also finished all the foie gras in front of them. They wanted to share 

three samples with the four people, but the amount was indeed a little small. 
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Seeing this, Xia ruofei laughed and said,””Then ... Everyone, write down the order in your mind! From 

left to right, they’re No. 1, No. 2, and No. 3!” 

The plates were long and had some patterns on them. Gore’s plate placement was fixed, so even though 

they were sitting face to face, the foie gras in front of them and the corresponding position of the 

sample were the same. 

Bastian, who was sitting opposite Cheng Xiaoxiao, personally ran to the cashier to get a few pens and 

paper notes, and handed them out to each of them. 

Xia ruofei jokingly said,”everyone, do it on your own!” You’re not allowed to look around ...” 

“Of course! Food tasting is a very serious matter!” Gore said seriously. 

The four of them already had an answer, so they quickly wrote it down. 

Xia ruofei put the four people’s conclusions together and everyone came over to take a look. 

The foie gras with the best taste, the four people voted for No. 3 at the same time. 

As for those ranked second and third, their opinions were not so unified. 

The second place had three votes for foie gras No. 1 and one vote for foie gras No. 2. 

The third place was naturally foie gras No. 1 with one vote and foie gras No. 2 with three votes. 

With that, the ranking was out. 

From the first to the third place, they were No. 3, No. 1, and No. 2. 

Moreover, No. 3 was “elected by all votes”, which could be said to be well – deserved. 

Xia ruofei laughed and said,”Mr. Gore, can you reveal your answer now?” Which samples did these 

three foie gras come from?” 

“Haha!” Goer laughed and said,”Mr. Xia, I believe you’ve already guessed it. This No. 3 foie gras is the 

best and heaviest sample No. 8!” Foie gras No. 1 is from sample No. 6, and foie gras No. 2 is from sample 

No. 9!” 



Bastian immediately smiled and said,”Mr. Xia, congratulations! “Obviously, your company’s cultivation 

experiment has achieved perfect results. Sample No. 8 is almost flawless in terms of appearance, taste, 

weight, and all other aspects! I believe we’ll be able to see your company’s new product soon!” 

Xia ruofei smiled.”This is just the preliminary test. There’s still a long way to go before we can start large 

– scale breeding.” 

Xia ruofei wasn’t being modest. The foie gras were grown in the spirit map space which was rich in 

spiritual energy. Large – scale cultivation had to be carried out in the outside world. By then, it was still 

unknown whether the data would be so perfect and whether the taste would be so good. Moreover, the 

Chinese medicine had to be mass – produced to ensure the requirements for large – scale cultivation. All 

these had to be completed step by step. 

“Hahaha! The most important core technology has been solved, it’s only a matter of time!” Bastian 

said,”when your company’s foie gras goes on sale, you must remember our corner Western restaurant!” 

“Of course!” Xia ruofei smiled and said,”I won’t forget the help that Mr. Bastian and Mr. Gore provided 

me during the research and development process!” 

Cheng Xiaoxiao, who was listening on the side, was confused and only came back to her senses now. She 

asked in surprise,””President Xia, was this foie gras produced by the Paradise Corporation?” 

“Yup! We’re trying to develop high – Quality foie gras. We’ve just had some results, so we wanted to 

come and verify it!” Xia ruofei smiled and said,”Xiaoxiao, you’ve finally participated in our experiment!” 

“President Xia, you’re amazing!” Cheng Xiaoxiao didn’t hide her admiration at all.”Jade skin cream, heart 

– nourishing soup, top – grade abalone, truffle, tea leaves, Cordyceps ... All of them are high – end 

luxury products. Now, there’s foie gras, which is also known as the ‘gold on the table’. You’re trying to 

monopolize the high – end food market!” 

Cheng Xiaoxiao was indeed Xia ruofei’s die – hard fan. She had a deep understanding of the peach 

blossom company and knew its products like the back of her hand. Moreover, as a girl, she didn’t 

hesitate to put the jaded skin cream as her first priority. 

Xia ruofei laughed and said,”it’s not that exaggerated!” In fact, I just learned about the production 

process of goose liver, so I had an idea. I hoped to find a way to make the goose not experience that 

kind of pain in the process of growing. So I tried to study it, and I didn’t expect the effect to be so good!” 

Xia ruofei and Cheng Xiaoxiao were communicating in Chinese, so Gore naturally couldn’t understand, 

but Bastian could hear it clearly. He was stunned for a moment, then asked in shock,””What? Mr. Xia, 

you’re saying ... The foie gras samples today were not produced by traditional feeding methods?” 

“Of course, I just can’t stand this kind of production process, so I want to improve it!” Xia ruofei laughed 

and said,”otherwise, what’s the point of adding another product like foie gras? It’s just that more geese 

will have to suffer such a tragic life!” 

“How ... How is this possible?” Bastian was dumbfounded.”Foie gras can’t be so fat if it’s fed normally 

...” 



Of course, he knew very well that Xia ruofei had no reason to lie to him, so he immediately sighed.””Mr. 

Xia, this is really amazing!” 

Cheng Xiaoxiao was confused and couldn’t help but ask,””Mr. Bastian, what’s the stuffing method? How 

is it cruel?” 

“It’s nothing ...”Xia ruofei quickly replied. 

However, Bastian was already the first to speak.”Xiaoxiao, foie gras is known as the cruelest delicacy, 

mainly because of its production process ...” 

Xia ruofei could not help but smile bitterly as he watched Bastian describe the tragic experience of a 

goose from birth to being slaughtered. 

Xia ruofei’s guess was not wrong. Although Cheng Xiaoxiao had learned a lot about Western food, it was 

obvious that the books she had read did not describe the production process of foie gras. 

After hearing this, Cheng Xiaoxiao’s face became paler and paler, and then she suddenly covered her 

mouth and retched. 

Xia ruofei quickly stopped Bastian from continuing, then said,””Xiaoxiao, you definitely didn’t use this 

method when you ate foie gras today! It’s from a normal farm ...” 

Only then did Cheng Xiaoxiao feel a little better. She grabbed the cup and took a sip of water, then 

said,””I won’t eat foie gras anymore ... No, I’ll only eat the foie gras produced by paradise Corporation!” 

Xia ruofei couldn’t help but laugh.”Then I’ll thank you for your support ...” 

Xia ruofei stood up and said,””Mr. Bastian, Mr. Gore, thank you very much for your help. I’ll take my 

leave first. By the way, please keep our company’s attempt to cultivate foie gras a secret, as well as our 

different production process from the traditional ones. ” 

“Of course, of course ...” Bastian quickly said. 

Xia ruofei smiled and looked at Cheng Xiaoxiao, who was still a little pale.””Xiaoxiao, there are still a few 

samples of our foie gras in the kitchen. You can try them again in the next two days. Otherwise, 

according to what you said, if you don’t eat other foie gras, I’m afraid it will take at least a few months 

for our company to start selling foie gras.” 

Cheng Xiaoxiao said, a little embarrassed,””I understand. Thank you, President Xia!” 

Xia ruofei greeted Cheng Xiaoxiao and the others, then left the Western restaurant around the corner 

and drove the Knight XV off – Road vehicle to the Taoyuan building. 

In his chairman’s office, he used his mobile phone to call the factory director of the pharmaceutical 

factory, Xue Jinshan. 

“Chairman!” Xue Jinshan quickly picked up the phone. 

Xia ruofei heard the background noise from Xue Jinshan and asked with a smile,””Kanayama, are you at 

the factory site?” 



“Yup!” Xue Jinshan said,”we have to keep an eye on this side. My main energy is on the construction of 

the sub – Plant!” 

The manufacturing factory was not far from Taoyuan farm. Xia ruofei muttered to himself, then 

said,””How about this ... At 2:30 p.m., Come to the farm for a while ... In the small meeting room we 

used to have! I have something to talk to you about!” 

“Okay, Chairman. I’ll be there on time!” Xue Jinshan immediately said. 

Xia ruofei thought for a while and said,”also, tell Cao tieshu that he’s going too!” I won’t call to inform 

you anymore!” 

“Alright! Don’t worry!” Xue Jinshan said. 
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Xia ruofei stayed in the company until around 11 O’ clock. He picked up his bag and left for the farm. He 

could make it in time for lunch in the canteen. 

Now, Xia ruofei was getting lazier and lazier. If he could avoid cooking, he would try not to cook. 

He had lunch with the workers in the farm cafeteria and returned to the small villa for a short lunch 

break. He went downstairs at 2:20 sharp and walked to the complex building that had become much 

more deserted. 

“Chairman!” 

“Chairman!” 

Xue Jinshan and Cao tieshu had already arrived at the small meeting room on the second floor. 

The meeting room looked very clean, and it was obvious that someone had cleaned it in advance. 

Otherwise, there would definitely be a layer of dust on it since no one had used it for such a long time. 

There was also a steaming cup of tea on Xia ruofei’s seat. 

Xia ruofei smiled and said,”you’re well prepared!” I thought I’d have to clean up before the meeting!” 

“Chairman, after factory manager Xue called me in the morning, I asked my wife to bring a few 

employees from the cafeteria to clean up the conference room and boil two pots of water,” Cao tieshu 

said with a smile. 

“Thank you for your hard work, sister – in – Law ...” Xia ruofei said. 

“It’s just a matter of convenience, you don’t have to be so polite!” Cao tieshu said. 

Cao tieshu used to be a fisherman. During the No – Fishing season, he would farm a little. After working 

at the peach blossom company, Xia ruofei entrusted him with important tasks. Now, Cao tieshu was in 

charge of the farm business. 

Cao tieshu did not let Xia ruofei down. He managed the farm in an orderly manner and took in dozens of 

workers who were all very impressed with his management. The current Cao tieshu was more dignified 

than before and looked like a middle – ranking employee in the company. 



Xia ruofei came to his seat and sat down, indicating for Xue Jinshan and Cao tieshu to sit down as well. 

Then, he went straight to the point and said,”Jin Shan, big brother Cao, the company is preparing to 

develop a new product, which will mainly involve the business that you two are in charge of. We need 

the full cooperation of the pharmaceutical factory and the farm, so I called you here today to let you 

know and to give you some preliminary work,” Wang Yao said. 

Xue Jinshan and Cao tieshu were very excited when they heard this. 

Xue Jinshan, in particular, immediately said,”Chairman, we’re going to release a new product! This was a 

good thing! I also think that our pharmaceutical factory’s product line is a bit too singular. We only have 

two kinds of Jade skin cream and heart nourishing soup ...” 

Xia ruofei laughed.”Kanayama, I’m afraid you’re going to be disappointed. This time, the farm is the 

main focus of the product. The pharmaceutical factory is just a support.” 

“Ah?” Xue Jinshan was stunned. 

Cao tieshu became extremely excited. He rubbed his hands and said,”Chairman, if you need us to do 

anything, just assign us the task!” 

Xia ruofei nodded and said,”I’ll give you a brief introduction.” “The company might be trying to start the 

breeding industry soon, mainly the Strasburg goose ...” 

“What ... What goose?” Cao tieshu was a little confused and couldn’t help but ask. 

Xia ruofei smiled and said,”it’s a Strasburg goose!” Big brother Cao, you don’t have to know what it’s 

called. It’s just a kind of goose, but it’s different from the ones raised at home. This kind of goose is 

mainly used to provide foie gras, a very common ingredient in Western food!” 

After all, Xue Jinshan was a University Graduate, so he was more knowledgeable than Cao tieshu. He 

immediately replied,””Chairman, foie gras isn’t cheap! I’ve heard that the price of foie gras in some top 

restaurants is comparable to gold!” 

Xia ruofei smiled and nodded,”that’s right!” The products produced by our company must be the best of 

the best, and the foie gras this time is no exception!” 

At this point, Xia ruofei looked at Xue Jinshan and Cao tieshu and continued,””The breeding of Strasburg 

geese is mainly done on the farm. Isn’t the farm expanding this time? We need to revise our plan and 

draw out enough area for breeding farms. Kanayama, you’re in charge of the entire construction site, so 

I’ll leave this job to you. ” 

“No problem!” Xue Jinshan readily agreed. He then asked,”Chairman, do you have any specific 

requirements for the construction of the farm?” 

Xia ruofei shook his head and said,”just build it like a normal farm. But remember, design it to be 

spacious. If the terrain is suitable and there is enough space, try to design it as free – range farming. 

Don’t design it like those overseas where you can breed it densely.” 

He was also worried that Xue Jinshan would inquire about the information after hearing that they were 

raising Strasburg geese, and finally design a “concentration camp”- style farm specially prepared for the 

feeding method, so he specially reminded him. 



Xue Jinshan nodded and said,”sure!” I’ll consult a professional in this field later. The expansion of the 

farm has just finished leveling the land, so there’s still time to modify the design. ” 

Xia ruofei nodded.”You can consult a professional. However, you must remember what I’ve just said!” 

“Understood!” Xue Jinshan said. 

Xia ruofei then looked at Cao tieshu and said,””Big brother Cao, you have to make preparations in 

advance. First, you have to recruit some employees. If they have working experience on the farm or 

have been in the breeding industry, you can have priority in recruiting them. The person in charge of the 

farm must have experience in this area.” 
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“Alright!” Xue Jinshan replied. 

Xia ruofei continued.”I was talking about work for the future. There are still a few things that I have to 

complete now.” 

Hearing this, Xue Jinshan and Cao tieshu immediately perked up and listened carefully to Xia ruofei’s 

assignment. 

Xia ruofei didn’t assign any tasks immediately. Instead, he asked,””Kanayama, are the production line 

resources at the pharmaceutical factory tight?” 

“The jaded skin cream and heart – nourishing soup are both in short supply,” said Xue Jinshan. “Besides 

the regular maintenance, our production line is basically in operation 24 hours a day, with three shifts. 

Of course I’m nervous, otherwise I wouldn’t have rushed to report to urge the construction of the 

branch factory ...” 

Xia ruofei nodded and asked,”if I need to use a production line to produce other drugs, will the impact 

be huge?” It might not be a long – term use, but it needs to be used once in a while. ” 

Xue Jinshan thought for a moment and said,”Chairman, there will definitely be an impact. After all, the 

production line is constantly producing Jade skin cream and heart nourishing soup. Both of them are 

money! “Moreover, if we change to producing other drugs, it’s not as simple as turning it on and 

shutting it down. First, there must be a set of automatic control processes, you know more about this 

than me ... In addition, for example, if we were producing the jaded skin cream before, the production 

line must be thoroughly cleaned, otherwise it may pollute the new drug. When we change to producing 

the jaded skin cream again, it must also be thoroughly cleaned ...” 

Xia ruofei nodded.”That’s true ... But for the sake of the farm’s work, it’s acceptable for the factory to be 

affected a little.” 

“Ah?” Xue Jinshan didn’t understand.”What does this have to do with the farm?” 

Xia ruofei said,”to breed the Strasburg goose, we need a special Chinese medicine preparation. This 

involves trade secrets. We can’t entrust the production to other manufacturers. We can only solve it 

ourselves.” 



“If that’s the case, then our pharmaceutical factory will fully support you!” Xue Jinshan immediately 

said. Even if we set up a production line to produce this potion, there wouldn’t be any problems!” 

Xia ruofei laughed and said,”it seems Kanayama has a high level of awareness!” However, there was no 

need for the pharmaceutical factory to make such a huge sacrifice. We’ll only carry out small – scale 

experimental breeding in the early stage, so the demand for Chinese medicine preparation is not high. 

We’ll find a time to stop the production line, thoroughly clean it, and then produce a batch of it and put 

it in the cold storage. Even if it’s affected, it’ll only be used once. ” 

Xue Jinshan nodded and said,”sure!” However, you’ll have to personally control the process. ” 

Now, the control process of the heart – nourishing soup and jaded skin ointment was written by Xia 

ruofei on the computer according to the method of brewing these two medicines. Even Xue Jinshan 

himself was not clear about the specific steps. 

He might know what ingredients to put in first, what ingredients to put in later, and other external 

processes. After all, a more skilled worker would understand after working for a period of time. 

However, Xia ruofei was the only one who knew the details of the internal fusion, the specific 

temperature, and the precise time. 

After the process was written, it was sealed together and even a self – destruction program was added. 

Once someone broke it by force, the data inside would be destroyed. 

This was also the best way to ensure trade secrets. 

“Of course,” Xia ruofei smiled and nodded. 

“Chairman, it’s not a problem to solve the problem in the early stage, but if we want to do large – scale 

breeding in the future, we’ll definitely need to use the production line,” Xue Jinshan continued. 

“Haven’t we already started the construction of our pharmaceutical factory’s branch?”Xia ruofei smiled. 

This is what I’m thinking. When the time comes, I’ll set up a production line dedicated to producing this 

kind of Chinese medicine preparation. Its Usage Frequency will definitely not be as high as the 

production line of the jaded skin cream. When it’s not in use, it can be used as a backup or a rotation! “If 

it’s really not possible, we can order an additional production line. I think the territory of the branch 

factory is big enough, so it’s definitely not a problem to add an additional production line. This way, it 

won’t affect your previous plans.” 

Xue Jinshan’s face broke into a smile and said,”This is good! This is good!” 

“Then get ready as soon as possible,” Xia ruofei said.”I’ll write the control program in two days.” 

“Alright!” Xue Jinshan said. 

Xia ruofei then said to Cao tieshu,””Big brother Cao, in addition to preparing for the recruitment in 

advance, we also need to conduct a month or two of experimental breeding, so we need to find a 

suitable place and find a professional to take charge of it.” 

“Alright!” Cao tieshu quickly said. He then asked,”Chairman, how big is the place?” 



Xia ruofei said,”it doesn’t need to be too big. At most, I can raise six or seven!” And it’s a free – range 

method. ” 

The main purpose of this experimental breeding was to verify whether the quality of foie gras could be 

maintained at a higher level in the outside world. Hence, it did not need to be done on a large scale. This 

time, there were not many Strasburg geese imported. Xia ruofei still needed them to breed more 

breeding geese in the Archean realm as soon as possible! 

Cao tieshu thought for a moment and said,”then I’ll put it under the hillside of the orchard!” There’s an 

open space over there. I’ll get someone to fence it in the next two days. In addition, if you want to raise 

the geese, you have to dig a pond ...” 

The villagers definitely knew a little about raising chickens, ducks, and geese. 

Xia ruofei smiled and said,”sure!” You can arrange all these. When you need money, just get me to sign 

the form and go to the finance department to withdraw the money. ” 

“Alright!” Cao tieshu said,”Chairman, I’ve thought about it. I think I should take responsibility! I don’t 

feel at ease leaving it to others. ” 

“You still have to manage the farm, do you have enough energy?” Xia ruofei asked. 

“It’s fine!” Cao tieshu smiled and said,”I don’t have any specific work to do now. It’s all done by the 

workers. Leave the goose – raising matter to me!” I’ll find another worker to take turns keeping watch at 

night. ” 

Xia ruofei thought for a while and said,”okay!” If you’re on duty at night, remember to pay for the 

overtime ...” 

“No need, Chairman. My salary is already high enough ...” Cao tieshu quickly replied. 

“We have to take the money we deserve!” Xia ruofei said,”besides, aren’t you going to get someone to 

take turns keeping watch with you? If you don’t get overtime pay, how will others get it? This matter is 

settled. ” 

“Alright then!” Cao tieshu said,”thank you, Chairman!” 

Xia ruofei smiled and said,”that’s enough. I’m just getting paid according to my work. There’s no need to 

be so polite.” Today’s main things are these, you guys go do it separately! Is there anything else you’re 

not clear about?” 

“No more!” Xue Jinshan and Cao tieshu responded in unison. 

Xia ruofei nodded and said,”yes!” Then, he had to push this matter forward as soon as possible! If you 

have any questions, you can report to me directly!” 

“Alright!” 

“Understood!” 

Xue Jinshan and Cao tieshu went off to complete their own tasks. Xia ruofei returned to the study in the 

small villa and started drawing on a piece of paper. 



He wrote down the prescription that he had finally decided on and then began to design the process of 

mass production. 

The prescription was not complicated. The production process was much simpler than that of the heart 

– nourishing soup and jaded skin ointment. Xia ruofei quickly broke down the general steps. 

In order to mass produce on an automated production line, the design of the steps was the most 

important. 

After a few modifications, the overall structure and steps became clearer. Xia ruofei looked at it once 

and felt that there were no more problems. He then stuffed the piece of paper into the small shredder 

and memorized the contents. 

After that, he entered the space and picked six young geese to continue breeding in the mountain and 

sea realm. He then had Xia Qing place the remaining young geese in the Archean realm and raise them. 

Xia ruofei told Xia Qing to feed the geese with the normal method without adding any Chinese medicine. 

The only task for the geese was to reproduce as much as possible and expand the population. 

Xia ruofei did not want to import a large batch of young geese just to build a farm. Not only was it a 

waste of money, but the import procedures of living things were too complicated, especially the 

Inspection and Quarantine process. 

It’s better to do it himself and have enough food and clothing! 
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After settling all these matters, Xia ruofei walked to the small balcony connected to the bedroom. He 

laid on the deck chair and prepared to enjoy the afternoon’s leisure. 

However, his phone rang after a while. 

Xia ruofei picked it up and saw that it was Ling Qingxue, so he immediately picked it up. 

“My wife!” Xia ruofei said with a smile. 

“Xia ruofei, where are you?” Ling Qingxue asked with a smile. 

“Oh, I’m at home on the farm!” Xia ruofei answered subconsciously. 

“You seem to have forgotten that you have a home in the city, right?” Ling Qingxue asked. You haven’t 

lived in this house for a day, have you?” 

Xia ruofei heard Ling Qingxue’s unfriendly tone and quickly explained with a smile,””I came back here 

today to find Xue Jinshan and Cao tieshu to arrange some work. I was just ... Preparing to return to the 

city!” 

In fact, if Ling Qingxue had not called, Xia ruofei would have stayed at the farm for the night. This was 

how lazy people were. If they could lie down, they would not sit. They were already at the farm, why 

bother going back to the city? Wasn’t he sleeping anywhere? 

However, he would never admit it. 



“That’s more like it ...” Ling Qingxue said,”if there’s nothing else, then come back earlier!” You’re a Big 

Boss, and you’re cooped up in the farm all day long. What’s wrong with you?” 

“Yes, sir!” Xia ruofei laughed and immediately said,” Why do I feel that something is wrong? You should 

be at the company right now, right? Why do you sound like you’re at home?” 

Ling Qingxue burst out laughing and said,””It seems that men also have a sixth sense! I am at home! It’s 

in our house!” 

Ling Qingxue had even emphasized the word “we.” It was obvious that she was in Xia ruofei’s Villa. Ling 

Qingxue also had a set of keys to the house. 

“What’s the situation? Did the sun rise from the West today?” Xia ruofei smiled and said,”why is your 

old capitalist so kind today? why did he let you off so early?” 

“How could you say that about my dad?” Ling Qingxue lowered her eyes and said. 

“Hehe! A slip of the tongue! “I misspoke ...” Xia ruofei said. 

“Virtue!” Ling Qingxue pouted and scolded him. Then, she said in a low voice,”my dad went to the Luo 

Cheng branch office for an inspection and won’t be back at San Shan tonight ... There’s nothing going on 

at the company today, so I’ll go home first!” 

Speaking of this, Ling Qingxue acted like a spoiled child and said,””Why are you asking so many 

questions? It’s up to you whether you want to return or not! It’s just that the environment here is 

better, so what’s wrong with me being willing to live here?” 

Hearing this, Xia ruofei’s heart was already burning. How could he sit still? It was as if there was a spring 

under his butt, and he jumped up from the recliner. 

“I’m coming back now! Qingxue, wait for me!” Xia ruofei said. 

“Okay, drive slowly on the road!” Ling Qingxue said,”I’m done talking to you. There’s still soup in the 

pot!” 

Hearing this, Xia ruofei quickly said,”no, no, no!” What do you want to eat? wait for me to come back, I’ll 

make it!” 

Ling Qingxue did not inherit any of Ling Xiaotian’s cooking talent. The dishes she made were too horrible 

to look at. Xia ruofei did not want to be the one to test the poison. 

“It’s fine, it’s fine! Aren’t I free? I just wanted to make you something delicious. ” Ling Qingxue didn’t 

have the awareness of a newbie at cooking. She still smiled and said,”drive slowly on the road. It will be 

ready when you come back!” 

Xia ruofei sighed in his heart and said in despair,””Alright! I know ...” 

He could only pray that Ling Qingxue would not set the kitchen on fire. He had not even lived in this 

house for a day! He didn’t want the kitchen to have to be renovated ... 

Xia ruofei rushed down the stairs as fast as he could. 



When he was picking up the car, little black and the others ran over again, shaking their heads and 

wagging their tails. 

Xia ruofei suddenly had the idea of bringing the two dogs to the villa in the city. 

However, he thought about it again. Little black and the others were on the farm. Even if he wasn’t 

home, ye Lingyun and the others would still help to take care of them. If he left them in the city, he 

could only ask Ling Qingxue for help. 

Of course, this wasn’t too troublesome. The main thing was that they didn’t have a dog raising license or 

any registration. It was fine to raise them in the farms in the suburbs, but it couldn’t be done in the high 

– end villa area. Black and the other dogs were all fat and strong, at least medium to large dogs. Even if 

the owners didn’t say anything, the property management would definitely interfere. 

Hence, Xia ruofei could only put this thought aside for the time being. He was going to find someone he 

knew to get the dog raising license first, then consider this matter. 

In any case, little black and the others were all very intelligent. They would definitely not harm other 

owners in the urban villas, and they could also play the role of guarding the house. 

Xia ruofei drove the Knight XV back to the jiangbin villa district at lightning speed. 

He didn’t park the car in the garage, but drove it directly into the parking space in the courtyard. Then, 

he jumped out of the car and jogged into the villa. 

Xia ruofei sniffed as he entered the house. 

Fortunately, there was no burning smell ... 

Just as he thought of this, Xia ruofei saw Ling Qingxue in her home clothes. She was standing in the living 

room and smiling at him. 

“Didn’t you say you were going to cook?”Xia ruofei asked, stunned. 

“If I didn’t say that, would you have returned so quickly?” Ling Qingxue smiled. 
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“What?” Xia ruofei’s eyes widened. 

Ling Qingxue finally couldn’t hold it in any longer and burst out laughing, clutching her stomach as she 

did so. 

Xia ruofei smiled bitterly,”Qingxue, when did you become so cunning?” You actually know how to use 

this trick to urge me to go home?” 

“People grow up in struggle!” Ling Qingxue giggled and said,”the great man told us that it’s endless fun 

to fight with others!” 

“You actually dare to treat me as an object of struggle!” Xia ruofei chuckled as he moved closer to Ling 

Qingxue.”Miss, do you know the consequences of provoking me?” 



“I was just joking ...” Ling Qingxue opened her eyes wide and showed an innocent look.”You wouldn’t be 

so petty, would you?” 

“Hmph Hmph! “I’m so stingy ...” Xia ruofei said.”Since you lied to me, you must be prepared to receive 

your punishment!” 

With that, Xia ruofei lunged towards Ling Qingxue. 

Ling Qingxue cried out in shock as Xia ruofei caught her. The two of them fell onto the soft and wide sofa 

cushion in the living room. 

Xia ruofei could feel the softness of the delicate body under him, especially when that pair of long, 

elastic legs subconsciously wrapped around his waist. He was originally half – joking about punishing 

Ling Qingxue, but now he suddenly felt the primitive flames start to burn. 

Ling Qingxue and Xia ruofei had been together for a long time. Naturally, she was very familiar with Xia 

ruofei’s every reaction. When she felt that Xia ruofei’s breathing had become heavier, her heart 

trembled for no reason. 

However, Ling Qingxue still managed to retain a bit of her rationality and said in a trembling 

voice,””RUO Fei, not here ...” 

“I think this place is pretty good ...” Xia ruofei said as he lowered his head and kissed her. At the same 

time, a pair of big hands began to wander around. 

“The curtains aren’t drawn yet!” 

On the other side of the living room, there was a whole floor – to – Ceiling glass, giving a very wide view. 

“Min River is right outside, and even the beach belongs to our family! Where’s the person?” Xia ruofei 

said,”I don’t think anyone would be so bored as to stare at us with a telescope from the other side of 

the river every day!” 

In fact, if someone was watching them, Xia ruofei would have noticed it long ago with his sharp senses. 

Therefore, he could be said to be fearless. 

“But we haven’t had dinner yet! “Let’s cook first ...”Ling Qingxue said weakly, feeling weak all over. 

“Let’s exercise first. We can eat more later!” 

After Xia ruofei finished speaking, he pressed down on her without any room for discussion. 

Ling Qingxue’s resistance was actually a subconscious act of self – restraint. In reality, her body had long 

gone soft, and her body’s reaction was very real. She hugged Xia ruofei very, very tightly ... 

The heater in the house wasn’t on high, but the temperature seemed to be rising. In the winter, the villa 

was bathed in the spring light ... 

Before they knew it, the sky outside had already turned dark. Only then did the two of them stop their 

activities. 



Ling Qingxue snuggled into Xia ruofei’s arms. Her beautiful face was red. She could not help but feel 

embarrassed when she thought about what had happened just now. 

It could be said that this was the most daring time she had ever been with Xia ruofei. 

The two of them even moved the battlefield to the floor – to – Ceiling window and looked out at the 

scenery outside as well as the surging Min River. It was as if the people on the other side of the river 

could discover the spring here at any time. The excitement was indescribable. 

Ling Qingxue pinched Xia ruofei and said,””Aren’t you going to get up and cook? My stomach is 

growling!” 

Xia ruofei laughed and stood up to pick up the clothes on the floor. He picked out Ling Qingxue’s clothes 

and handed them to her.”You should also put on your clothes first! Don’t catch a cold!” 

“I know!” Ling Qingxue said softly, her heart warmed. 

Xia ruofei quickly put on his clothes and walked over to increase the temperature of the heater by a few 

degrees. He then said,””Wife, be good and rest for a while. I’ll go cook! After you’re dressed, turn on the 

living room lights! The sky is turning dark too quickly ...” 

Just now, the two of them had been making love from the afternoon to the evening. Although they 

realized that the sky had turned dark, they were not so bold as to turn on the lights and continue 

fighting. If that were the case, someone passing on the road across the river would be able to see the 

situation here at a glance. 

Ling Qingxue’s face turned red as she replied,”I know!” I know! Hurry up and go!” 

Xia ruofei laughed and walked into the kitchen. 

Ling Qingxue had already bought a sumptuous amount of ingredients, and the large refrigerator next to 

her door was almost full. 

Xia ruofei’s cooking skills were quite good. Very quickly, he made three dishes and a soup. When the last 

soup was done, the mixed grain porridge in the pressure cooker was also ready. 

Xia ruofei was wearing an apron and mittens. He brought the last soup into the dining room. 

After the soup was served, Xia ruofei took off his mittens and stuck his head out of the dining 

room.”Qingxue, stop watching TV and come over for dinner!” 

“They’re coming!” Ling Qingxue got up and ran over.”What delicious food did you make?” Waa! It looks 

pretty good!” 

As she spoke, she picked up a piece of twice – cooked pork and stuffed it into her mouth. After chewing 

a few times, she said,””It smells so good!” 

Xia ruofei patted Ling Qingxue’s head lovingly and said,””Why did you fight back? Hurry up and wash 

your hands! I’ll go get you some porridge. Don’t eat it secretly again!” 

Ling Qingxue made a face and said,””I know! You’re just like my dad!” 



After saying that, she couldn’t help but burst into laughter. At this time, she felt like her sister was being 

doted on like a daughter. This feeling was quite good. 

The two of them finished their dinner affectionately. Ling Qingxue volunteered to do the dishes while 

Xia ruofei went to the living room to clean up the “battlefield” from the afternoon. 

Ling Xiaotian was not coming back from Luo city tonight, so Ling Qingxue would naturally not go back to 

stay. She stayed over at Xia ruofei’s Villa. 

The two of them had been intimate for a long time in the afternoon. After dinner, they sat down and 

chatted for a while. Then, they went upstairs to the master bedroom. After setting up the time 

formation, the two began to practice the “absolute beginning Heart Sutra” together. 

In one night, the two of them had been cultivating in the array for about three to four days. Ling 

Qingxue’s cultivation had improved by a huge margin, and Xia ruofei felt that he had benefited a lot as 

well. 

Of course, there was still a long way to go before Ling Qingxue and Xia ruofei could try the joint training 

of their spirit bodies. 

It was already twoo’ clock in the morning when the two of them finished their cultivation. 

Although it was only four to five hours of sleep, it was more than enough for a cultivator. 

The two of them did not roll around in the sheets again. They just took a shower together and fell asleep 

in each other’s arms. 

The next morning, after Xia ruofei and Ling Qingxue had breakfast at home, he drove Ling Qingxue to 

the office and then drove straight to Taoyuan pharmaceutical factory. 

Xue Jinshan had also specially come to the factory today to accompany Xia ruofei. 

Xia ruofei first inspected the busy production workshop and then came to the heavily guarded control 

room. 

This was the core of the factory. Xia ruofei had arranged for a few veterans to guard it 24 hours a day. 

In this control room, other than the Veterans in charge of security, only a few technicians in the factory 

had the authority to enter. Moreover, they could only use the control program and could not see the 

back – end code at all. It was impossible for them to crack the production process of the jaded skin 

cream. 

After Xia ruofei entered the control room, everyone, including Xue Jinshan, left the room. 

Xia ruofei used his authority as a super administrator to open the editing software of the control 

program and created a new program. Then, he began to input the control code according to the process 

he designed yesterday. 

With the improvement of his spiritual power, Xia ruofei’s brain development must have far exceeded 

that of ordinary people. It was not only in his memory, but also in his logical thinking. 



It was not a complicated program. Xia ruofei spent half an hour writing it. He ran it in the computer and 

modified a few pen mistakes and complicated logic. The control program was completed. 

Xia ruofei skillfully packaged the program and added a self – destruction program in the case of a violent 

crack. He named it “Strasberg,” which was also known as Strasburg. This program was specially used to 

produce Chinese medicine for breeding Strasburg geese. 

After keeping it, Xia ruofei got up and walked out of the control room. He said to Xue Jinshan, who was 

waiting outside,””Jin Shan, find some time to free up one of the production lines. We need to test this 

control program. If there are no problems, we can start production directly. This will save the most 

time!” 
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Since the big boss had personally given the order, Xue Jinshan naturally carried it out with great 

efficiency. In the afternoon of the same day, he made arrangements to stop one of the jaded skin cream 

production lines. Then, he organized people to thoroughly clean the production line in preparation for 

the trial production on the next day. 

In fact, from an economic point of view, the best choice was to stop the production line of the heart – 

nourishing soup. After all, the price of the jaded skin cream was so high, and the heart – nourishing soup 

was a semi – Charity project in the country. In order to allow more patients to afford the medicine, the 

profits had been reduced to a very low level. 

However, Xia ruofei had specifically instructed that the production of the heart – nourishing soup must 

not be stopped. 

The heart – nourishing soup was still in short supply in the domestic market. Many people with autism 

were waiting to use it. Xia ruofei knew this very well. He would rather the company make less money 

and sacrifice some short – term benefits than see the production of the heart – nourishing soup 

decrease. 

The next day, Xia ruofei personally came to Taoyuan pharmaceutical factory. 

Xue Jinshan had already purchased the required medicinal herbs according to Xia ruofei’s request 

yesterday and had made the preliminary preparations. 

Xia ruofei personally replaced the control program of the production line with the new program he had 

written yesterday morning and then pressed the start button. 

The highly automated production line immediately began to run, and the herbs that were well – 

matched in proportion were put in through the feeding port. 

The production team followed Xia ruofei’s design strictly. After more than an hour, the first batch of 

medicine was produced. 

The medicine was automatically sealed in a transparent, environmentally friendly Chinese medicine bag, 

500 ml each. 

Xia ruofei randomly picked one and tore a small hole in the package. He took a light sip and closed his 

eyes. 



Although the medicine was produced for the goose, Xia ruofei did not have any psychological barriers 

because he knew that it was pure Chinese medicine. It was effective for humans too, but it might cause 

a weak body and not lead to a serious fatty liver. 

Unless he drank it like water every day, drinking ten to twenty bags a day. 

Xia ruofei did not intend to conduct a more detailed test on the medicine as it did not need to be so 

precise. Besides, with his current strength, even if he tasted it with his mouth, he would be almost 

certain. This was enough for the breeding of the Strasburg goose. 

The reason for the first small – scale experimental production was mainly to prevent obvious process 

errors that would cause changes in the composition of the medicine. 

It turned out that Xia ruofei’s design was very rigorous. The produced medicine was basically the same 

as the one he made by hand. 

Xia ruofei randomly took a few more bags of medicine and checked them carefully. Finally, he was 

relieved. 

He clapped his hands and said,”alright!” There was no problem with the control program! Kanayama, let 

everyone rest for ten minutes, then we’ll start production. Once we’ve used up all the raw materials, the 

jaded skin cream production line will be able to resume production. ” 

“Yes, Chairman!” Xue Jinshan quickly said. 

Xia ruofei had estimated that the raw materials prepared by Xue Jinshan could produce about a 

thousand bags of medicine. This amount was enough to last the six Strasburg geese for two months. 

As for the storage of these drugs, there was a very advanced cold storage on the farm. After the 

production factory produced them, they could be directly transported to the cold storage for storage. It 

was very convenient to take and use them when feeding. 

After Xia ruofei explained the follow – up production and transportation matters to Xue Jinshan, he left 

the pharmaceutical factory. 

When he drove back to Taoyuan farm, Cao tieshu was busy at the small hill near the orchard. A plot of 

land had been marked out for the breeding of the six Strasburg geese. 

It was only a temporary place for raising six geese, so it was not troublesome to set up. 

The main thing was to dig a pond here as the activity place of the Strasburg geese. 

Cao tieshu directly coordinated a small excavator from the nearby farm expansion site and dug out the 

pond in no time. He also specially dug a small water channel from the small river next to the pond to 

ensure that the water in the pond was running and would not turn into stinky puddles. 

Xia ruofei walked over and saw Cao tieshu directing the workers to clear the weeds in the field. On the 

other side, there were a few Masons laying bricks and applying cement for the small water channel. 

There was also a master who was in charge of building the goose House with bamboo. Everyone had 

their own duties and were busy. 



Seeing that Xia ruofei was approaching, Cao tieshu hurriedly went up to him and greeted 

him,””Chairman!” 

Xia ruofei smiled and nodded.””Big brother Cao, you’re progressing very quickly!” 

“The work here is very simple, and we even have the help of excavators. It’s done in a few moments!” 

Cao tieshu laughed. 

“En!” Xia ruofei asked,”how long more before it can be put into use?” 

Cao tieshu said,”now, the pond has been dug. The cement for the water channel will be done today. It 

may take a few days to dry.” The rest of the work can definitely be done in the next two days. The goose 

House will be built today, and the field will be cleared. Then, we can transplant some grass that the 

goose will eat by the pond, and then tie the fence. Everything will be done!” 

Xia ruofei said,”aren’t you guys going to take turns to keep watch?” How do we do it if we don’t have a 

place to sleep?” 

“It’s fine. We just need to find a place to shelter from the wind and set up a military bed and a thick 

coat!”Cao tieshu said with a smile. 

 


